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Find out more about VPauto: 

VPauto is a historic auction house that has changed with the times and 
now bases its performance on industrialised processes. It is led by auc-
tioneer François Laurent Guignard. He is an ideas man and a natural leader 
who has spent his whole career trying to popularise the auction concept 
amongst the general public. The company, founded in 1982, 
has three physical points of sale (Lorient, Nantes, and Rouen) 
and various electronic sale platforms. In 2018, VPauto sold al-
most 55,000 vehicles and achieved 85% of its turnover on line.

www.vpauto.fr

Framework of the requirements

Saving time and human resources

Dematerialisation must be an easy tool for VPauto to set up and use in order to free its 
employees from tedious tasks. 
This should be a real asset, saving time and improving efficiency.

Providing a custom solution for VPauto's needs

VPauto wanted to industrialise the capture, sorting, indexing, and export of its  
data. To optimise its document management, the company was  looking for a capture solution 
that would allow it to extract data that is useful for customer relations. Every day, VPauto received 
a PDF file  containing all the logbooks and invoices of its vehicles that were sold at auction. 
This document was then split manually by a company employee so that each deed of sale 
would be renamed individually and then sent to its buyer. 

Problem and solution

VPauto was looking for a partner with a software package capable of satisfying its 
needs. Because the company positioned itself as a service provider with  exper-
tise and experience recognised by its vendor clients. It needed a  high-added-
value service provider capable of supporting it, ensuring that its values would 
endure,  and providing a positive solution in terms of saving time and money.

IRISPowerscan™ Solution 

IRISPowerscan™ from IRIS was the solution that caught  VPauto's attention. “Thanks to 
the features of IRISPowerscan™, I was able to save an hour of working time, which I later  real-
located to tasks that created far more value. “ explains Aidai Arsygulova, sales assistant at 
VPauto. The solution was in fact designed to address a need that every company ex-
periences: to simplify the business and  employee productivity in order to save valu-
able time! Thanks to this document management software that scans, imports, clas-
sifies, indexes, and exports for its user, savings can be made in many ways! With 
IRISPowerscan™ 10, you can count on a  document capture solution that not only ex-
tracts the data you  need, but also exports it to the business applications of your choice. 
To  satisfy our customers’ needs, IRISPowerscan ™ 10 is available in more than one version. 

Please use this link for more information: https://irislink.com/IRISPowerscan

Find out more about IRIS: 

IRIS (Canon Group) is a leader in Information Management and of-
fers a complete range technological solutions, products, and innovative  
services. For nearly 30 years, IRIS experts have been successfully support-
ing customers all over the world, helping them overcome  their biggest 
business challenges using solutions  for scanning and capture, EDM, and  
knowledge management, as well as digital  transformation. IRIS 
helps its customers by providing them with  consultancy servic-
es, with its research and development expertise and its technology.

www.irislink.com
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